Healthy skin starts here
Discover the No. 1 quick and simple
genetic testing solution.

skindna®

Take the guesswork
out of skincare
A quick and comprehensive DNA skin test.
All we need is a simple swab from the inside
of your cheek to collect your sample.
Using gene mapping science and our proprietary
algorithms, SkinDNA® takes the guesswork out of skincare
by helping to identify the most suitable skin ingredients,
internal supplements and treatment modalities based on
your individual DNA profile.
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Discover the ultimate skincare and treatment
plan using science based on your DNA.
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Why should I
take the SkinDNA® test?
SkinDNA® presents you with the most accurate
information available on how your skin is likely to age.
Gaining insight into your DNA can allow you to determine your
skin’s genetic risks and take the right preventative steps to
improve your skin’s future

Does this replace the advice
of my skin professional?
SkinDNA® allows skincare professionals to advance
beyond the one-size-fits-all skincare recommendations
The skin health insights from your SkinDNA® test can point
toward the preventative measures most suited to your skin and
will answer your skin’s needs without the wasted time and
costs on products and treatments that may not work for your
unique requirements.

Whats your skin score?
Our algorithms are what helps us to make
sense of your genetic data and present
results that are easy for you to understand
and apply to your skin health plan.
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Dg-Therom®
Is our statistical algorithm that analyses genetic variations
and creates a metric for each skin category.

The Mazy Scale®
Allows us to visually represent your skins genetic risk factors
against population measures for skin aging processes.
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